Gabby Zemaitis
Hard Cheese Artist Statement
For my senior thesis project I chose to create a graphic memoir, titled Hard Cheese, that
explores autobiographical stories of my family’s history of bad luck. The project specifically
explores moments that showcase the obnoxious nature of our bad luck, beginning with when I
was born after an emergency c-section was ordered because my mom was in labor with me for
thirty-six hours and there was no indication that I was planning on going anywhere and it was
starting to get dangerous for the both of us. My extended stay is probably what led to being born
with a serious case of jaundice which, unsurprisingly, was only the precursor to a whole lot of
future childhood medical trauma I have yet to explore. The next few stories I illustrated chronicle
a particular family vacation to Florida we had gone on, where on day one, the plumbing in the
house we were staying at backed up due to a busted septic tank causing us to not be able to flush
or shower for the duration of the time we were there. Later during that same trip, my mom fished
out a shrimp that had cozied up into her under-boob during a trip to the beach. Then, at the end
of the week as we drove home, our car broke down and the part was not available which meant
that we got to stay in scary middle-of-nowhere hotels for an extra week. The final story describes
a time when my sister and I bonded over a sleepless night in a shared room until we realized it
was because we were infested with bird mites that had taken to crawling all over us during the
night.
Cheese is maybe my favorite thing in the world, so it was much to my delight when I
came across the knowledge that “hard cheese” is slang for bad luck and then suddenly my project
had a title and a tone. Each short comic is then titled after a specific cheese with a subtitle that
teases the topic of the story, leaving it up to the reader to draw connections between the two. For
example, chapter one is titled “Cheddar Cheese (or the time I was born)” and rather than a table
of contents, a charcuterie board describes which page each story falls on. I also used my time in
the creative writing concentration curating a capstone project that explores narrative forms that
go hand-in-hand with each story, giving me the chance to pause and reflect on my illustration.
This includes a shaped poem writing around the rhyme, “If it’s brown flush it down, if it’s yellow
let it mellow” that follows the chapter, “Chocolate Cheese” and a dramatic monologue from the
booby shrimp to wrap up “Swiss Cheese.”
While researching the genre of graphic memoir, I noticed that many that revolve around
family are serious and introspective such as Alison Bechdel’s memoir, Fun Home: A Family
Tragicomic. While there are plenty of humorous examples of illustrated memoir, many of them
consider more of a personal and self-deprecating tone like Sarah Andersen’s Sarah’s Scribbles
series. Meanwhile, outside of the genre of graphic memoir, much of the media that revolves
around family is somber or dark, or used to excuse a character’s behavior. I haven’t often come
across much media where the subject of a story is just a collection of family shenanigans and
when I have it’s usually in the form of sitcom. Things like The Goldbergs come to mind, but in
the genre of graphic memoir I’m working on filling a funny, family sized whole hole in the
market with Hard Cheese, a thirty-four page, full color young adult graphic memoir about bad
luck.

PREFACE

It felt as if the only form that the content of Hard Cheese could take was that
of a comic. It’s one thing to read these stories in only words, or to hear it by
word of mouth, but there’s something about seeing the moments illustrated in
the ways I remember them or have imagined moments I wasn’t present for that
adds to the comedy. Cheese has surprisingly played an important role in my
project as well. While it started as a joke early on in the brainstorming process
to try and see if there was a way to implement cheese, it had led me to the
discovery that the phrase “hard cheese” is slang for bad luck. This revelation
led to the introduction of cheese at the center of my project. It exists in a few
ways though mostly due to the fact that I love cheese. Introducing cheese is
outrageous and random, setting the tone of the whole book, as in, its sense of
cheesiness. Surrounding the project in literal cheese gave me the room to play
with cheese factor, whether that be in illustration or in my writing forms. I’d
like to believe that you now understand me.

“Hard Cheese” is autobiographical and inspired by real events. I don’t think I
ever considered my life to be particularly interesting or exciting. In fact, I’d
say that so far, I’ve had a pretty average life, but it just so happens that
occasionally little things come along to rock the boat, knock you out of it, and
nearly drown you... like maybe more than the average person. And sometimes
that’s the best cheese to tell. My life has been chock full of these moments
that have happened at such a rate that the only explanation is just bad luck,
or at least, enough that my mom began saying, “If we didn’t have bad luck,
we wouldn’t have any luck at all.” Even so, my family hasn’t ever dwelled on
these moments as such. Rather, on reflection, we laugh at how ridiculous an
event was and how usually, given the circumstances, we make the most of
it. Over the years, due to the unbelievable nature of some of these events, I
would share a story with people in my life and eventually I began receiving the
comment, “You could write a book about this stuff!” So, when the time came to
begin brainstorming ideas for my project, everything came back to bad luck.

Introduced by cheese, five stand-alone comics depict specific moments in
my life, beginning with the time I was born. Then, each story is closed by a
reflection of the event in a unique form. So, I hope you, dear reader, find at
least one cheese on this charcuterie board to be to your taste. And if there’s
any lesson to be learned from this, remember that sometimes cheese can be
moldy yet still delicious and bad luck can just sometimes be considered luck.

A charcuterie board of hard cheese. Beautiful to look at and delicious to eat.
But, how about a charcuterie board of bad luck? Not so much… Except when
it is. Especially when on reflection, that bad luck is transformed. In this
case, that charcuterie board is a comic, a form in which in recent years has
welcomed the genre of memoir, the perfect fit for what I wanted my project
to be. My family and I have a collection of shared events that have impacted
our way of life and our way of thinking. While at the time many of things were
believed to be negative experiences, as time went on we began to realize the
humor of it all especially due to the rate at which mishaps were happening,
something that not everyone has the mindset to do. So in that sense, consider
me lucky. For this project, I drew from these experiences to begin developing
this graphic memoir, “Hard Cheese”, that focuses on a family’s history of bad
luck as a vehicle for comedy rather than the sometimes expected tragedy.

To Maddey.
Thank you for being my partner in crime,
my best friend, and for being the
funniest person I know.
To Mom.
Thank you for being my biggest fan
and for making the claim that without bad luck
we wouldn’t have any luck at all.
I think you spoke this book into existence years ago.
To Dad.
Thank you for keeping the lights on.
(And you’re welcome
for keeping my promise to include this.)
To my family.
Thank you
for being you.
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